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3D interactive visualizations can communicate complex urban design ideas to communities to im-
prove planning (Bertol & Foell, 1997; Bishop et al., 2008; Griffon et al., 2011; Lange & Bishop, 2005). 
Unfortunately, many landscape architects, urban designers, and city planners currently re-frame from 
using such gaming technology capable of creating 3D interactive visualizations (Deane, 2015a). Many 
firms use verbal descriptions with images. This method is insufficient for facilitating feedback (Brat-
teteig & Wagner, 2010; Gordon, et al, 2010; Stakeholder Engagement, 2009; Zhang, 2004). According 
to Lange and Bishop (2005) there is no reason why real-time visualizations should not be used in 
urban design. Design fields will be moving toward procedural modeling software that is code-based to 
quickly model urban development (Flachbart & Weibel, 2005). However, this type of software, i.e., ESRI 
CityEngine, is only being used by approximately 10% of firms (Deane, 2015a). 
This paper is one of the first to analyze how ESRI CityEngine can be used and improved to support the 
workflow of landscape architects, urban designers, and planners for urban development projects. The 
project explored ESRI CityEngine’s procedural modeling and metric capabilities, and how it could be used 
to visualize a proposed Urban Core Residential District in Manhattan, Kansas. This process involved 
applying CGA (computer generated architecture) rules to GIS data, to model trees, streetscapes, land-
scapes, and buildings. Visuals that were produced include a CityEngine Web Scene and a Unity game.
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Figure 1.01: CityEngine model of proposed UCR District in Manhattan, Kansas
13D interactive visualizations can communicate complex urban design ideas to communities to im-
prove planning (Bertol & Foell, 1997; Bishop et al., 2008; Griffon et al., 2011; Lange & Bishop, 2005). 
Unfortunately, many landscape architects, urban designers, and city planners currently re-frame from 
using such gaming technology capable of creating 3D interactive visualizations (Deane, 2015a). Many 
firms use verbal descriptions with images. This method is insufficient for facilitating feedback (Brat-
teteig & Wagner, 2010; Gordon, et al, 2010; Stakeholder Engagement, 2009; Zhang, 2004). According 
to Lange and Bishop (2005) there is no reason why real-time visualizations should not be used in 
urban design. Design fields will be moving toward procedural modeling software that is code-based to 
quickly model urban development (Flachbart & Weibel, 2005). However, this type of software, i.e., ESRI 
CityEngine, is only being used by approximately 10% of firms (Deane, 2015a). 
This paper is one of the first to analyze how ESRI CityEngine can be used and improved to support the 
workflow of landscape architects, urban designers, and planners for urban development projects. The 
project explored ESRI CityEngine’s procedural modeling and metric capabilities, and how it could be used 
to visualize a proposed Urban Core Residential District in Manhattan, Kansas. This process involved 
applying  CGA (computer generated architecture) rules to GIS data, to model trees, streetscapes, land-
scapes, and buildings. Visuals that were produced include a CityEngine Web Scene and a Unity game.
01 ABSTRACT
2Traditional ways of communicating designs through verbal descriptions and images are insufficient 
(Gordon, et al, 2010; Zhang, 2004). Technology advancements in gaming have enabled designers to 
better communicate their designs (Griffon et al., 2011). This includes using visuals that an audience 
can interact with and experience space in real-time, which can improve communication and ultimately 
lead to better decision-making (Griffon et al., 2011; Bishop et al., 2008). These 3D interactive visual-
izations include Virtual Reality (VR) and Augmented Reality (AR). VR environments are created in this 
project. Designers are able to produce VR environments using real-time modeling software, exporting 
3D models as Web Scenes, and by exporting 3D digital models to be viewed using gaming technology 
(e.g., Griffon et al., 2011; Ermi & Mayra, 2005; Gordon et al., 2010; Twitchen & Adams, 2011; Holland-
er, 2011; Becker-Asano et al., 2014). 
02 INTRODUCTION
There is different software and hardware which 
can be utilized to help visualize urban devel-
opment in VR. For this project CityEngine (ESRI 
CityEngine) was used because of its ability to 
supply the user with quantitative data along 
with visualizations which can assist to improve 
the decision-making process (e.g., Bishop et al., 
2008; Lange & Bishop, 2005). In this project, 
Manhattan city planners were collaborated with 
to visualize what an Urban Core Residential (UCR) 
District north of Aggieville might look like. A hypo-
thetical master plan was created that followed the 
city’s UCR District design standards (see Figure 
2.01 & 2.02). Several scenarios were generat-
ed for the streetscape. The final 3D interactive 
visualizations would eventually be used as a tool 
to facilitate feedback of the design scenario from 
stakeholders and the greater community. The 
visuals will also be used to create public aware-
ness, attract developers, and guide architects. 
The aim of this research was to learn how soft-
ware and hardware could be used to produce 
3D interactive visualizations of the UCR District 
and how that simulation could be communicat-
ed to the city, developers, design professionals, 
stakeholders, and the public to improve the city’s 
workflow. The primary goal was to determine how 
CityEngine could be used and improved to sup-
port the workflow of landscape architects, urban Figure 2.02: UCR District Master Plan
Figure 2.01: Perspective looking north on 12th St.
3Figure 2.03: Proposed new Urban Core Residential (UCR) District in Manhattan, Kansas
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4designers, and planners for urban development 
projects. This included discovering the difficulty 
of the software, the time needed to model, and 
ways the visuals could be used to improve com-
munication. The process involved working with 
ArcMap, CityEngine, and Unity. The end product 
was a virtual world (i.e., CityEngine Web Scene) 
and a VR game environment. Since there are dif-
ferent ways software and hardware can be used 
to create and visualize designs in VR, this report 
discusses the types of methods that should be 
used for different audiences (Griffon et al., 2011). 
Landscape architects, urban designers, and plan-
ners looking to improve their workflow for urban 
designs with ESRI CityEngine can use this report 
as a guide. This report can also help inform ESRI 
on how their CityEngine product can be improved 
to support urban design.
Figure 2.04: 3D digital model of Manhattan, Kansas created in ESRI CityEngine
Research Question:
How can ESRI CityEngine be used and improved to support the workflow of landscape architects, 
urban designers, and planners for urban development projects?
503 BACKGROUND
THE URBAN PLANNING PROCESS
City planners often implement or change government policies, while landscape architects and urban 
designers create master plans. However, both projects require the use of visualizations to engage 
communities so better decision-making can be accomplished. The type of process used will depend on 
the project type, time availability, and funds available to engage the community. There are numerous 
theoretical planning models that can be used and adapted to meet project parameters. The planning 
models typically include identifying problems, creating goals, involving the community, creating design 
alternatives, analyzing designs, and monitoring the final design once implemented (e.g., Batty, 2007; 
Gregory, et al., 2012; Steiner, 2012). The City of Manhattan planners used a similar method for the 
planning of the UCR District that was focused on changing policies. 
The City of Manhattan aimed to change policies 
to allow for more residents to live near the KSU 
campus and Aggieville District. Their planning 
process included nine general steps (see Figure 
3.01). The first step was to delineate the problem, 
which was a lack of residential units and neigh-
borhood-serving commercial businesses near 
campus and Aggieville. Then, the city selected a 
suitable area to resolve this problem. Immediately 
following, the city sent a web survey to students 
and faculty to collect inventory on their needs 
and if they desired to live in the UCR District. This 
data was then put into diagrams and analyzed. 
Based on this data, the city established a goal to 
promote development patterns of denser, pedes-
trian-oriented, urban neighborhoods. Simultane-
ously, the city created five objectives (see pg. 48). 
Afterwards, the city selected precedent studies. 
The precedent studies and objectives helped 
guide the city in creating preliminary design stan-
dards and a streetscape vision. Feedback was 
then collected on the preliminary design stan-
dards and streetscape vision through focus group 
meetings with the public, property owners, archi-
tects, and developers. Based on the feedback, 
the design standards were altered. In the future, 
UCR DISTRICT PLANNING PROCESS
Figure 3.01: UCR District Planning Process
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6COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENTMASTER PLANNING
In order for communities to successfully change, 
visions are created to imagine the future (Oku-
bo, 2000; Kotter, 1996). Developing a vision 
requires communities to participate in devel-
oping goals (Bose, et al., 2014; Introduction 
to Stakeholder Participation, 2007). Typically, 
governments will independently make new policy 
recommendations for what they think is in the 
community’s best interest (Okubo, 2000). It is 
important to engage the community and stake-
holders in the process so to prevent negative 
views of change (Okubo, 2000). In planning 
there are five increasing levels of involvement: 
informing, consulting, involving, collaborating, 
and empowering (Best Practice Community En-
gagement Techniques, 2013).  
In addition to design standards, an urban design 
master plan should be adopted or endorsed by 
the city to visualize what the design standards 
could look like in 3D form (Steiner & Butler, 
2012). The plans should include “existing devel-
opment, proposed development, utility infrastruc-
ture, streets framework, open space framework, 
environmental framework, and sustainable 
development principles”(Steiner & Butler, 2012, 
p. 10). Master plans are generated by landscape 
architects, urban designers, and architects who 
understand the system between policies and 
design implementation.  
Master plan alternatives should be developed 
so the community can analyze different designs 
to select their preferred option (Steiner & Butler, 
2012). The plans can be detailed or abstract to 
carry out development frameworks of a specif-
ic area (Firley & Groen, 2014). Less detailed 
designs are needed in the conceptual stage when 
holding charrettes, but as the design progress-
es the designs should become more detailed 
showing more variables. Abstractness is good 
for master plans to avoid discrepancies on what 
is actually proposed (Bosselmann, 1998). The  
detail will not affect the spatial knowledge of the 
viewer (Cubukcu, 2010). However, detail is neces-
sary if the public wants to know how they would 
feel in a proposed environment (Gordon, et al., 
2010). No matter how much detail is added in the 
design, the plan will not capture complex realities 
(Firley & Groen, 2014). However, a virtual reality 
of the master plan can convey complex urban 
systems (Bertol & Foell, 1997). Visuals represent-
ing possible visions should be used to engage 
the community throughout the design process 
(Steiner, & Butler, 2012). 
Figure 3.02: Master Planning Process
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Final Master Plan
Figure 3.03: Levels of Engagement
the design standards would be presented in a 
public hearing to vote on its adoption. Meanwhile, 
the streetscape vision financing, design/construc-
tion contracts, and final streetscape design would 
need to be approved in a public hearing. The city 
desired to have visuals to promote public buy-in 
and understanding of the district during the pub-
lic hearings. At the same time, they also wanted 
visuals they could use to attract large out-of-state 
developers to the UCR District. (Chmiel, 2016) 
The city did not have sufficient funds to hire a 
consultant. Instead, they would produce visuals 
in-house using CityEngine. However, there were 
difficulties using the software so a student was 
consulted to produce visuals. The visuals they 
would eventually use were produced in this mas-
ters project. In the future, once the visuals attract 
developers, the city will review architectural draw-
ings for private development to ensure they meet 
design standard requirements.
7Space is the most useful way to communicate 
designs (Anders, 1999). We have been using 2D 
drawings to communicate space for millennia (Ber-
tol & Foell, 1997). The most engaging 2D drawings 
were ones that portrayed 3-dimensionality or depth 
(Bertol & Foell, 1997). People used the eye level 
perspective as a tool to create illusions of 3-dimen-
sional space, but it was not accurately used until 
1435 A.D. when Leon Battista Alberti documented 
the rules of perspective drawing (Edgerton, 1978; 
Bertol & Foell, 1997). Alberti was able to do this by 
using geometry and visual perception (Edgerton, 
1978; Bertol & Foell, 1997). Alberti’s rival, Filippo 
Brunelleschi, tested and confirmed his perspective 
rule by reflecting an image of the Baptistery in Flor-
ence on top of his perfectly drawn linear perspec-
tive drawing with a flat glass mirror (Bosselmann, 
1998). It was not until a half-millennium later that 
this perspective rule could be computed automati-
cally in 3D modeling software.   
The next main shift towards more accurately com-
municating space was the invention of the camera 
obscura which was thought to create realism or Figure 3.04: Sensorama Machine
The level of involvement used will depend on 
the project type (Stephens, 2015). Informing the 
public may be sufficient for private projects, but 
public projects should include consultation and 
active participation with stakeholders (Stephens, 
2015; Introduction to Stakeholder Participation, 
2007). Different types of visuals can be used to 
help engage the community (Stephens, 2015).  
These visuals are generally categorized as imag-
es, videos, animations, or simulations. These vi-
suals can be used to engage audiences in public 
meetings, focus groups, and on websites. Many 
more methods are also available for engaging 
audiences with visuals (e.g., Best Practice Com-
munity Engagement Techniques, 2013; Engaging 
Queenslanders, 2007). The disadvantage of 
involving the community in the decision process 
is that it is costly and time-consuming for both 
parties (Irvin & Stansbury, 2004). However, new 
methods of communicating designs can speed 
up this process. First, this report will give a brief 
history on the process of design communication. 
visual truth (Cray, 1992; Bertol & Foell, 1997). 
Photos created more accurate depictions of what 
humans can view in space.  However, films and 
photographs were taken from a single lens which 
caused monocular vision (Bertol & Foell, 1997). 
Photos also could not convey sensory data, so 
there was never a sense of presence (Cray, 1992; 
Gibson, 1978). In the 1950’s, Morton Heilig want-
ed to advance the cinema realm and make it more 
realistic for audiences (Bertol & Foell, 1997).  He 
developed a device called the Sensorama which 
used stereoscopic vision (McLellan, 1996; Bertol 
& Foell, 1997). In addition to visual and auditory 
data the Sensorama stimulated the senses of 
touch, smell, and motion (McLellan, 1996; Bertol 
& Foell, 1997). This allowed people to experience a 
motorcycle, bicycle, and helicopter ride in a real-life 
way (McLellan, 1996).  It was very similar to reality 
except audiences could not interact with the data 
because the film was set on an automatic path 
(Bertol & Foell, 1997). The invention of Sensorama 
eventually led to Virtual Reality (VR).  
THE EVOLUTION OF VISUALIZING 
DESIGNS
8When you think of VR you probably think of view-
ing an environment using a head-mount display. 
While using a head-mount display increases the 
amount of immersion in VR, it is not required 
(Steuer, 1993). Other haptic devices can also 
be used to increase the amount of immersion 
in the VR experience (Steuer, 1993). VR can be 
described as interacting and feeling present in a 
non-physical space (Steuer, 1993; Bertol & Foell, 
1997). Early VR applications had a low sense of 
presence, but current VR applications can feel 
very real (Brooks, 1999). The expectation of real-
ism, to increase a sense of presence, has evolved 
the definition of VR (Steuer, 1993). VR now 
requires software and hardware that can render 
high levels of detail in real-time. 
Before VR was invented three key things hap-
pened: CAD (computer-aided design) was invent-
ed which allowed designers to create 2D and 3D 
graphics; GIS (geographic information systems) 
allowed designers to use and analyze large data-
sets and create 3D models and maps; and lastly 
the internet was invented which allowed people 
to interact with other people and infinite data in a 
Cyberspace (Bertol & Foell, 1997). In 1962, Ivan 
Sutherland invented the first VR prototype which 
allowed users to draw vector lines by interacting 
with a computer using a sketchpad (Sutherland, 
1988; Bertol & Foell, 1997). The next advance-
ment was stereoscopic vision and trackers in VR 
which were used in flight simulators (Bertol & 
Foell, 1997).  VR became apparent in medical, bi-
ology, astronomy, and entertainment fields (Bertol 
& Foell, 1997). There are numerous types of VR 
that use different kinds of hardware, software, 
interfaces, display systems, and sensorial devices 
(Bertol & Foell, 1997; Whitton, 2003). Many 
software interfaces are challenging, requiring pro-
gramming skills (Robertson, 1993). As this tech-
nology continues to become more user friendly, it 
will thrive in the future (Robertson, 1993).  By the 
year 2020, AR & VR industries are predicted to be 
worth $150 billion (Deane, 2015b).
Figure 3.05: Ivan Sutherland Sketchpad Invention
Figure 3.06: VR Head-Mount Display
9The VR technology that is applicable to the 
design professions started in the gaming realm 
(Bertol & Foell, 1997; Gordon, et al., 2010).  VR 
software allows design professionals to interact 
and edit their designs in real-time (Flachbart 
& Weibel, 2005).  This includes software such 
as CityEngine, Lumion, and LumenRT (Esri 
CityEngine, n.d.; Lumion, 2015; Lumenrt; n.d.).  
The visual representations created in this soft-
ware can be viewed through a variety of different 
hardware, ranging from computer monitors to ful-
ly immersive 3D screens or viewports (Flachbart 
& Weibel, 2005; Esri CityEngine, n.d.; Lumion, 
2015; Lumenrt; n.d.).  Immersion can be defined 
as feeling present somewhere in a non-physical 
space (Gordon, et al, 2010).  Gaming software is 
compatible with many haptic devices including 
head-mount goggles, core body, arms, hand, and 
foot tracking sensors which allow users to explore 
virtual environments in more immersion (Lam-
kin, 2016; Marco, 2015; Bertol & Foell, 2997; 
Whitton, 2003). Virtual environments, especially 
virtual worlds can be used to collect feedback.  
The type of feedback desired on a design will 
determine how much detail should be put into 
the model. Participants will most likely focus too 
much on visual aspects if the model is detailed 
(Tobias, et. al., 2016). However, the more realistic 
the environment looks will increase how an audi-
ence will experience the design as real life (e.g., 
Daniel & Meitner, 2001). 
VIRTUAL REALITY SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE
Figure 3.08: Gaming device which tracks movements
Figure 3.07: Unity Interface 
Figure 3.09: Haptic Devices 
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Virtual reality is the most appropriate way of com-
municating urban design to audiences (Bertol & 
Foell, 1997). It can be used to represent complex 
urban relationships among buildings, vegetation, 
circulation, and socio-economic patterns (Ber-
tol & Foell, 1997). However, there is a need for 
effective modeling tools to produce virtual urban 
models (Santos, et. al., 2011). Designers need to 
use procedural modeling tools so they can apply 
the same level of detail they do for small hand 
craft models to larger areas (Neuenschwander, 
et. al., 2014; Santos, et. al., 2011). One software 
type that can do this is ESRI CityEngine. Proce-
dural modeling enables quick modeling of design 
scenarios using CAD and GIS data (Bertol & Foell, 
1997; Rodil et al., 2012). The design ideas can 
easily be analyzed side by side in VR software like 
CityEngine (Esri CityEngine, n.d.). Unfortunately, 
as seen in Ryan Deane’s figure to the left, not 
many designers are using it. This may be because 
of a lack of technical experience.
Older design professionals often lack technical 
skills to use new software (Deane, 2015a). The 
low technical skills of older generations can be 
explained by the lack of digital games played in 
their childhood. Since older generations did not 
interact with many games or software in their life, 
it is challenging for them to train themselves on 
how to use advanced software (Deane, 2015a; 
Prensky, 2001).  This is most likely why planners 
and landscape architects believe the ease of 
learning and compatibility of software is more 
important than high interactivity, representation, 
and photorealism in 3D visualization software 
(Paar, 2005). The present 20-30 year olds can 
learn new software easier because they are used 
to video games and social media which became 
like a second language (Deane, 2015a; Prensky, 
2001).  Of this generation known as Millennials, 
52% of landscape architects say they spend 7+ 
hours creating 3D visualizations per day (Deane, 
2015a).  As seen in Figure 3.10, most landscape 
architectures firms do not use other 3D visualiza-
tion software than SketchUp and AutoCAD which 
are manual modeling systems (Deane, 2015a).    
MODELING
Figure 3.10: Software used by Landscape Architects
Figure 3.11: Time Spent on 3D Visualizations
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Landscape Architecture firms may be reluctant to 
use advanced 3D visualization software because 
of its cost and its learning curve (Flachbart & 
Weibel, 2005). If design professions are to work 
in interdisciplinary teams, they will need to learn 
to embrace new technology (Flachbart & Weibel, 
2005). The design fields will be moving towards 
time-based and code-based software (Flachbart & 
Weibel, 2005). This will require design professions 
to learn how to write script (Flachbart & Weibel, 
2005). In procedural 3D modeling software, 
scripting, a code-based language is used to 
develop CGA (computer generated architecture) 
rules (Flachbart & Weibel, 2005; Halatsch, et. al, 
2008). Procedural modeling software is able to 
automatically generate high visual detailed city 
models (Halatsch, et. al., 2008). Script rules are 
used to control the appearance of the output mod-
el (Flachbart & Weibel, 2005). Scripting also al-
lows you to create pre-made tools to perform cus-
tom action (Flachbart & Weibel, 2005). However, 
learning to script is an advanced process. In order 
for employees to learn how to script they should 
be self-motivated and focused (Rogers, 2000). As 
seen below, several steps can be used by firms to 
help their employees learn new software.    
1. “Offer training
2. Give technology they can take home
3. Provide on-site technical support
4. Encourage collaboration with colleagues
5. Send professionals to professional development 
conferences
6. Stretch the day
7. Encourage research
8. Provide online resources
9. Influence preservice education 
10. Celebrate success”
(Solomon & Solomon, 1995; pg. 38-39, 71)
Figure 3.13: Using  script to model building
Figure 3.12: Procedural vs Hand Crafted Models
Figure 3.14: UCR District (Albracht, 2015)
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INTERACTION BETWEEN DISCIPLINES
It is most important to have collaboration across 
disciplines in the conceptual design stage (Rosen-
man, et. al., 2007). Lange and Bishop (2005) 
believe real-time visualizations should always be 
used to represent urban designs. Traditionally, 
project consultants focus on their portion of the 
project and create their own drawings which are 
sent to the lead designer and then sent back with 
comments (Rosenman, et. al., 2007). Howev-
er, they would have to keep track of drawing 
versions, ownership, and the control of design 
decisions (Rosenman, et. al., 2007). It is also 
hard to share data between disciplines because 
of software compatibility (Maher, et. al., 2005). 
Advancements in computer processing power and 
graphics cards in the 21st century have allowed 
for the development of virtual world platforms to 
improve their process (Koutsabasis, et. al., 2011).
Virtual worlds allow anyone to view their designs 
on-line and have the ability to inspire new ideas in 
the field (Flachbart & Weibel, 2005). Using virtual 
worlds on a shared database allows designers 
to update designs and facilitate collaboration 
in a live workspace (Rosenman, et. al., 2007). 
CityEngine Web Scenes allow design profession-
Figure 3.15: Interactive avatar chat with Second Life
als to interact through comments (Esri CityEngine, 
n.d.). Some virtual world applications will also 
allow multiuser interaction and design modifica-
tion (e.g., Maher, et. al., 2005; Rosenman, et. al., 
2007; Koutsabasis, et. al., 2011). The capabil-
ities of modifying designs in virtual worlds can 
be somewhat limiting, but gaming software can 
be used to create more customizations. When 
interacting with other disciplines in these appli-
cations, (i.e., Second Life or Active Worlds), chat 
windows, video chat, and sketching are methods 
that can be used for collaboration (Rosenman, et. 
al., 2007; Koutsabasis, et. al., 2011).  Software 
that supports virtual interaction and collaboration 
with 3D models can be used throughout the de-
sign process, however, depending on the project 
type, the on-line model might lack needed detail. 
According to Maher, et. al. (2005) detailed infor-
mation is typically not retained in the conversion 
from CAD files to virtual environments, but if the 
project type is urban planning related, detailed 
information is not needed (e.g. depth of window 
or angle of pitch roof). Urban planning projects 
are conceptual and focus on designing for the 
community and are not about what specific build-
ing a developer will construct. Virtual worlds can 
be used to convey and collect information that 
traditional methods cannot.
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COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT WITH 3D INTERACTIVE VISUALIZATIONS
Figure 3.16: Traditional Plan View used to Communicate
TRADITIONAL COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
Traditional methods of communicating using 
images with verbal description in meetings or 
charrettes are insufficient (Gordon, et al, 2010; 
Zhang, 2004). Audiences often have difficulty 
reading maps or aerials (Stakeholder Engagement, 
2009; Bratteteig & Wagner, 2010).  Sets of images 
like perspectives are also not sufficient because 
they cannot explain urban spatial complexes to the 
general public (Gordon, et al, 2010). Images can 
communicate data, but cannot represent what it 
feels like to be in a space, because it is impossible 
to convey sense data in an image (Gibson, 1978). 
Simulations, however, do incorporate sense data 
and are a good way of explaining complex urban 
systems (Gordon, et al, 2010; Bertol & Foell, 
1997).  Simulations are good for this because they 
allow the viewer to manipulate content and guide 
themselves through media (Plass, et al, 2009; de 
Jong, 2005; Gogg & Mott, 1993; Towne, 1995).  
Videos or animations are not as good as simula-
tions because they can easily overload the viewer 
with excessive data which cannot be mentally 
processed (Plass, et al, 2009).    
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Figure 3.17: Screen shot of a Virtual Environment (VR) Figure 3.19: Designing with Microsoft Hololens (AR)
NEW 3D INTERACTIVE VISUALIZATION TYPES
Virtual Reality is one of several simulation meth-
ods available to communicate urban space.  VR is 
a good tool for audiences like the public to reflect 
on design ideas because it relies on their past 
experience of viewing space (Bratteteig & Wagner, 
2010; Bertol & Foell, 1997).  However, VR is not a 
good tool to use when having the general public 
participate in designing spatial configurations.  If 
the goal is to have the public design, 3D objects 
and drawing tools should be used for them to 
communicate (Bratteteig & Wagner, 2010). This 
method is seldom used because the public lacks 
design knowledge. Usually the goal is to inspire 
the public with ideas, and then develop a design 
that is in the public’s best interest.  Like VR, 
augmented reality (AR), also referred to as mixed 
reality (MR), can inspire audiences to think more 
creatively about designs. Designers can use AR to 
overlay proposed modeled content on top of exist-
ing development to visualize different scenarios 
(Bratteteig & Wagner, 2010)(see Figure 3.19). 
The public can easily participate in interacting 
with an AR, i.e. mixed reality, such as the MR-Tent 
(e.g., Wagner, et al., 2009)(see Figure 3.18). The 
difference with VR software is that all content be-
ing viewed is virtual modeled content which can 
still be used to visualize different scenarios that 
stakeholders can compare and contrast between 
side by side (Sheppard et al., 2011; Ervin 1998).  
Comparing designs side by side leads to better 
questions and decision making (Steinitz et al., 
2003, Lange & Bishop, 2005). These visualiza-
tions influence awareness and effective response 
to designs (Sheppard et al., 2011).  
Figure 3.18: Shaping space with objects and viewing 
the design projected on a screen in the MR-Tent
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Figure 3.20: Realistic vs Exaggerated amount of Traffic
Figure 3.21: Abstract vs Detailed facades in street-view
VIRTUAL REALITY SIMULATIONS LEVEL OF DETAIL NEEDED
Virtual Reality is a useful tool to communicate 
designs to any audience (Lange & Bishop, 2005).  
It has the ability to connect with audiences who 
speak different languages and are from different 
cultures (Rodil et al., 2012). Unlike reading plans 
or sections, virtual reality simulations allow audi-
ences to easily interpret designs.  The experience 
of viewing space through simulations allow for a 
similar experience of how people observe their 
day to day natural environment so users can 
visualize and understand space better (Dorval & 
Pepin, 1986).  VR can improve communication 
and learning because it gives audiences a high 
visual attention that does not surpass their men-
tal workload (Gu, et al, 2005; J, Ball, 2007). The 
interaction of the environment gives the viewer 
flexibility to analyze the design (Helbig et al., 
2014; Plass et al., 2009). However, simulations, 
like any type of visual can be used to persuade 
audiences to support or oppose designs (Shep-
pard, 2015: Daniel & Meitner, 2001).  VR envi-
ronments can do this by manipulating elements 
that elude people’s perception of space (Shep-
pard, 2001).  Elements that have the potential 
to persuade public opinion about a design are 
elements such as sunny skies, slight breezes, lots 
of pedestrians, and the sound of nature.  Instead, 
these elements should be realistically modeled in 
simulations to allow for an accurate critical anal-
ysis of the design (Bosselmann, 1998; Sheppard 
et al., 2011).  If certain elements are left out of 
the simulation, the audience viewing it will also 
have a biased view (Pettit et al., 2011). 
More often than not, VR simulations are not 
realistic, making them seem “incomplete” (Bossel-
mann, 1998).  They lack the final detail of what the 
environment would actually look like if it was built 
(Bosselmann, 1998).  Predicting what will actually 
be built is impossible (Bosselmann, 1998).  For 
example, no one can plan for buildings like Frank 
Lloyd Wright’s Guggenheim Museum in NYC. When 
planners and architects create simulations for 
large scale projects, they should leave out detail to 
avoid discrepancies on what will be built (Bossel-
mann, 1998).  One way this is done is by avoiding 
detailed facades and only using wireframe build-
ings (Bosselmann, 1998).  Less detailed facades 
will not affect the spatial knowledge of the viewer 
(Cubukcu, 2010).  However, viewers will connect 
and act more normal if the VR is more detailed 
(Gordon et al., 2010). That is why it is important to 
model details such as facades, especially if users 
will be viewing the environment from a micro-scale 
point of view such as walking down a sidewalk.  
If viewing a large urban development from a mac-
ro- scale, abstract facades are good to distinguish 
the difference between proposed and existing 
buildings.  In addition to having proposed build-
ings being abstract, design alternatives should 
be produced to limit any misconceptions that the 
simulation is representing the final design (Bossel-
mann, 1998; Lange & Bishop, 2005).  The alterna-
tives should have short and long term predictions 
of what the development might look like so the 
public or stakeholders can understand the transi-
tion of the environment (Sheppard et al., 2011).  
The modeled design alternatives should then be 
inserted within a local context model of the site to 
ensure defensibility and public buy-in (Sheppard et 
al., 2011). Diagrams should also be linked to the 
3D visualization to support the designs (Wissen, 
et. al., 2007). When the visual is complete, feed-
back of the design should be collected.    
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Figure 3.24: Second Life virtual world interaction
Figure 3.22: CityEngine Web Scene com-
ments are geolocated and are also on the 
message board for ease of access
Figure 3.23: Zeiss VR One & Cardboard Box Headsets
METHODS FOR USING VR SIMULATIONS
INTERNET
Several methods can be used to engage and 
facilitate feedback from audiences with 3D inter-
active visualizations. The methods used should 
be based on the audience size, time, and bud-
get. Very little practice has been done on using 
VR to spark design collaboration. According to 
Koutsabasis et. al. (2011) this is because design 
communities are interested in technology that 
can add to their existing practices versus virtual 
environments which seem like a foreign ap-
proach. Described below are ways 3D interactive 
visualization software can be used to communi-
cate to audiences and collect feedback.    
The Internet is an easily accessible tool that al-
lows participants to open a virtual world by going 
to a link (e.g., Rosenman, et. al., 2007; Koutsa-
basis, et. al., 2011; Esri CityEngine, n.d.).  This 
participation methods is highly successful and 
can be used to facilitate feedback from individual 
homes (Faga, 2006). The data in the simulation 
can be viewed and interacted with on any comput-
er, mobile device, and in many cases viewed with 
haptic devices (e.g., Zehner, 2008; Bilke et al., 
2014; Whitton, 2003). The downside of viewing a 
Web Scene on a small device like a phone is that 
viewers would have less immersion than through 
stereoscopic lens or panoramic screen (Bystrom 
et al, 1999).However, the public can easily obtain 
haptic devices that connect to smart phones 
(see Figure 3.23) such as Cardboard Box, Freefly 
VR headset, Zeiss VR One, and Samsung Gear 
VR to increase immersion (Lamkin, 2016). Once 
immersed in the virtual environment, audiences 
can give feedback on the design. The feedback 
type depends on the software application used. 
CityEngine Web Scenes allow for the possibility 
of users to give site specific feedback through 
written comments (Esri CityEngine, n.d.). Feed-
back in other application may consist of mes-
sage boards or video chats (e.g., Bishop, et al., 
2008; Hollander, 2011; Rosenman, et. al., 2007; 
Koutsabasis, et. al., 2011). This includes software 
such as Second Life and Active Worlds. To get an 
overall analysis of what the public likes or dislikes 
a survey can be linked to the web page. 
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Figure 3.25: Large Panoramic Screen to immerse large audiences in a simulation
LARGE SCREENS & PROJECTORS
When using interactive visualizations to present 
to large audiences, the simplest way is to project 
the VR model on a large screen. A normal rectan-
gular screen can be used which only requires one 
projector. To create a greater sense of immersion 
the simulation can be projected on a panoram-
ic screen that surrounds an audience (Zehner, 
2008). A simulation can also be projected on all 
interior faces of a room (Jones et al., 2014).  Both 
of these methods, however, would require multi-
ple projectors (Zehner, 2008).  
A neutral facilitator should be selected to stand 
in front of the crowd and navigate through the 
simulation while adding commentary to describe 
the design (Sheppard et al., 2011; Collaborative 
Stakeholder, 2009). The facilitator should trigger 
attention to the design, point out complex issues, 
give context to the design, and navigate through 
both abstract and realistic data layers (Wissen, 
et. al., 2007; Weidenmann, 2002). When the 
audience asks questions the facilitator can nav-
igate to place in the design where the question 
was directed. This allows a large audience to see 
what they want in the design without them di-
rectly interacting with the VR. With smaller focus 
groups, there would be the possibility for each 
participant to navigate through the VR and project 
their experience on a screen. Haptic devices can 
be used to help improve their experience (Zeh-
ner, 2008; Bilke et al., 2014; Whitton, 2003).  As 
they move around they can use head-tracking 
goggles that are able to generate a 3D stereo-
scopic view of the environment (Zehner, 2008).  
However, goggles and other haptic devices are 
not vital or economical when communicating to 
large audiences (Zehner, 2009). A small study 
concluded that there is not much of a difference 
in preference for with and without the goggles. In 
Zehner’s experiment, 25% of people preferred to 
view simulations in monocular vision because the 
goggles were uncomfortable (Zehner, 2009). 
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Figure 3.28: Control VR (Senses Core Movements)
Figure 3.26: KOR-FX (Senses Core Movements)
Figure 3.27: Virtualizer (Senses Core & Foot Movements)
Figure 3.29: PrioVR (Senses Core Movements)
VIRTUAL REALITY HAPTIC DEVICES
If a design is being presented to a client or small 
focus group, a head-mounted display can be used 
to view a VR environment (Bilke et al., 2014).  
The headset can then be joined by numerous 
haptic devices to improve immersion (Bertol & 
Foell, 1997; Whitton, 2003).  Some current haptic 
device products include Control VR, KOR-FX, and 
PrioVR which senses core movements; Dexmo 
F2, Gloveone, and Hands Omni which sense hand 
and finger movements; Novint XIO which sens-
es arm movements; and Stompz which senses 
foot movements (Marco, 2015). The advantage 
of creating more immersion is that a user can 
experience a VR space more similar to how they 
experience space in daily life, allowing them to 
make better judgments (Griffon et al., 2011; 
Bishop et al., 2008). A designer can observe the 
participants’ actions and collaborate with them 
while they are immersed in the VR.   
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Figure 3.30: Dexmo F2 (Senses Hand Movements)
Figure 3.31: Gloveone (Senses Hand Movements)
Figure 3.33: Novint XIO (Senses Arm Movements)
Figure 3.32: Hands Omni (Senses Hand Movements)
Figure 3.37: Avegant Glyph (Senses head Movements)
Figure 3.35: Oculus Rift (Senses Head Movements)
Figure 3.36: FOVE VR (Senses Head Movements)
Figure 3.34: HTC Vive (Senses Head & Hand Movements)
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04 METHODS
The City of Manhattan delineated an area to increase residential density next to Kansas State University 
and Aggieville. This area is known as the Urban Core Residential (UCR) District. The planners that work 
for the City of Manhattan created a list of assets and qualities the UCR District should have and then de-
veloped design standards and a streetscape vision to meet those objectives. Next, the City of Manhattan 
held focus group meetings with architects, developers, and stakeholders to discuss preliminary design 
standards and a streetscape vision. The public would eventually be educated through the use of 3D inter-
active visuals on how the UCR District might be developed. This is when a landscape architect or urban 
designer is brought into the design process to create a master plan. In this masters project, a hypotheti-
cal master plan scenario of the UCR District was created that would eventually be used to communicate 
new public policies to the public before they voted on the implementation of the design standards.   
ArcMap, ESRI CityEngine, and Unity software was used to create visuals of the UCR District master plan. 
Saldaña & Johanson (2013) used the same software workflow to create a virtual world of Rome. ESRI 
CityEngine was the primary tool which was used to procedurally model the proposed UCR District and 
how it may be implemented in phases. The original plan was to model three scenarios for the buildings 
at low, medium, and high intensity and three different street designs (see appendix) so the community 
could let the city planners know what type of development they would like to see implemented. How-
ever, there were problems uploading large files to CityEngine Web Scenes. For this reason only one 
scenario was completely developed and exported as a Web Scene. This scenario included different 
amounts of low, medium, and high intensity development. It is realized that the Web Scene will not offer 
the desired discussion between different scenarios, but having different amounts of intensity within the 
same design was a compromise which still allows audiences to compare different development config-
urations on different streets. In addition to the CityEngine Web Scene, a Unity game was also produced. 
The CityEngine Web Scene and Unity game would eventually be used by the City of Manhattan to help in 
the adoption of the UCR District design standards, create public awareness, and attract developers.
Figure 4.01: 3D digital model of Manhattan, Kansas created in ESRI CityEngine
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Figure 4.02: Diagram of Methods
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SOFTWARE
Visualizing urban development in 3D usually 
requires different software to be used for different 
tasks. These tasks can include editing geographic 
data, modeling elements in 3D, and rendering.  In 
this project ArcMap was used to edit geographic 
data because it is popular and was taught to stu-
dents. CityEngine was used to model elements in 
3D. CityEngine was selected because of its ability 
to procedurally model cities, as well as its ability to 
automatically generate metrics for designs. There 
is similar software such as AutoDesk Infrastructure 
Modeler, AutoDesk Infraworks 360, and Commu-
nityViz’s Scenario 3D. These software can produce 
comparable visualizations, but do not have the 
same procedural modeling capabilities. Communi-
tyViz does have the capability to generate metrics. 
One other program that can generate metrics is 
Envision Tomorrow, an ArcMap plug-in. Unfortunate-
ly, Envision Tomorrow cannot generate 3D models. 
However, researchers are creating a method so En-
vision Tomorrow can be integrated with CityEngine 
(Envision Tomorrow, n.d.). Other modeling software 
such as Google SketchUp and Rhino are effective at 
producing detailed site designs. However, the detail 
created in this software would take too much time 
to produce for a large area. 
The last task was to produce renderings from 
the model. CityEngine was used to upload a 
Web Scene to the Internet where the model was 
rendered in real-time. Unity, a gaming engine was 
also used to create a game where users can walk 
around and experience the design from eye level. 
Unity can also be used in conjunction with Oculus 
Rift and other haptic devices to create more 
immersion. These simulations were the limit of 
this project. If a higher level of detail was desired 
to create images, videos, or animations, the 
CityEngine model could be exported and rendered 
in software such as LumenRT GeoDesign, Lumion, 
Vue, or 3Ds Max. All software used in this experi-
ment was free to use for educational purposes. 
The table to the bottom right shows how other 
visualization software compare to the ones used 
in this experiment. Notice that the classified 
attributes can be deceiving and subjective, e.g., 
the final quality visuals from one software may be 
better than others; plug-ins may be available to 
expand the software’s ability; some BIM software 
includes more object data than others; software 
may include procedural and manual modeling, 
but was only classified as such if the software 
contained sufficient procedural or manual tools; 
metrics were classified by the software’s general 
use; and even though Ivan Sutherland would have 
classified all this software as VR in 1962, the soft-
ware was only classified as VR if it could render a 
high level of detail in real-time.     
Figure 4.03: AutoDesk Infrastructure Modeler Figure 4.04: AutoDesk Infraworks 360
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Figure 4.06: CityEngine to Unity Figure 4.08: LumenRT with LiveCube
Figure 4.09: Comparison between software used for planning and/or visualizing urban development
Figure 4.05: CommunityViz Scenario 3D Figure 4.07: ESRI CityEngine
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ARCMAP
COLLECTING GIS DATA
Geographic data is crucial for producing large 3D 
models of urban development. GIS data can be 
acquired from many national government websites 
or through local governments and cities. However, 
some local detailed data sets from small govern-
ment agencies cost money. The City of Manhattan 
supplied this project with their available GIS data 
because the project was done for the city and 
was for educational use. Vector data included 
shapefiles of streets, trees, parcels, and building 
footprints. Raster data included an aerial with two 
meter resolution. Higher aerial resolution could 
have been used, but this would slow down the 
interaction process in the CityEngine scene. To 
further improve the interaction time, the Manhat-
tan aerial and shapefile data was clipped three-five 
blocks outside the boundary of the UCR District 
in ArcMap to give site context. However, three-five 
blocks of context was still too much for a detailed 
model and is discussed later in this report. 
 
Modeling the street and sidewalk widths for 
the context around the UCR District was time 
intensive, however, it was not important to be 
accurate. If it was important to model accurate 
street widths for a large area OSM (OpenStreet-
Map) data should be used instead of shapefiles. 
Importing OSM data allows a user to procedurally 
model the street and sidewalk widths based on 
imported streetscape classes such as collector 
streets, local streets, minor arterial roads, and 
major arterial roads (CityEngine – Importing Data 
from OSM, 2015). The figure to the right is a view-
port of the UCR District on OpenStreetMap from 
which data can be extracted.
Figure 4.10: UCR District on OpenStreetMap
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CREATING GIS DATA UPDATING GIS DATA
The government can provide GIS data to users 
which is often provided for free. If the government 
does not have the desired GIS data you can cre-
ate it yourself. In this project, tree data was cre-
ated. This was done in ArcMap by placing points 
on top of where trees are shown on an aerial. The 
tree point data was then joined to an existing KSU 
campus tree inventory shapefile which contained 
tree species and height. This data could have 
been used to more accurately model the UCR 
District, but would take a beginner scripter too 
long to figure out how to do in CityEngine. Instead, 
a rule was applied which applied the same tree 
model and randomized the heights (see Figure 
4.11). There are also quicker methods to model 
tree data for large areas using high-resolution 
color infrared digital images and a digital surface 
model which can detect tree species and height 
based on remote sensed crown, shape, and foli-
age color (e.g. Iovan, et. al., (2008). 
Other data such as streets signs, light poles, 
drains, and paving materials could have also been 
produced in ArcGIS. The specific location for this 
data was not seen as vital, but would have been 
used if the city had the data. Instead some of 
these element locations were generally estimated 
and modeled in CityEngine using CGA rules. 
If GIS data has errors, ArcMap or CityEngine can 
be used to edit the GIS data. In this project the 
City of Manhattan’s building footprints were not 
up to date. This was fixed by deleting old building 
footprints and using a recent aerial as reference 
to draw the new building footprints. 
Figure 4.11: Manually creating tree data
Figure 4.12: Some footprints were moved. Old foot-
prints were deleted. New footprints were drawn in with 
the rectangle/polygon tool. To create different heights 
within a building, shapes had to be drawn separately 
without snapping to one another.
Move 
tool
Rectangle and Polygon 
creation tool
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THE CITY OF MANHATTAN
Before designs could be produced in CityEngine, 
design standards were created. City planners 
used precedent studies for similar communities 
that created higher residential densities to inform 
their design standards. The city planners wrote 
preliminary design standards, created 2D visuals, 
and collected images. Afterwards, they conduct-
ed focus group meetings with property owners, 
developers, and architects to discuss the design 
standards. The design standards that were revised 
after the focus group meetings were then used 
to design the urban development in CityEngine. 
Some of the design standards can be seen in the 
tables below. Figure 4.14 shows design standards 
that were used to help design the urban environ-
ment.  Figure 4.15 shows design standards that 
were not incorporated into the design, because 
they were not as important and/or were difficult 
to model. Figure 4.13 is an example of what the 
street facade articulations and interior parking 
garage might look like. This was manually modeled 
in CityEngine by Ben Chmiel, a planner who works 
for the City of Manhattan. Eventually, the visuals 
created in this project would be used in a public 
hearing to vote on whether the UCR District design 
standards should be implemented. 
DESIGN STANDARDS
Minimum Lot Area 15,000 sqft
Minimum Lot Width 100 ft
Minimum Lot Depth 150 ft
Maximum Structure Height 85 ft
Minimum Structure Height 30 ft
Minimum Front Yard on N. Manhattan Ave. 10 ft
Minimum Front Yard along other streets 5 ft
Minimum Side Yard 5 ft
Minimum Rear Yard None
Maximum BLDG Lot Coverage None
Minimum Vision Triangles (public streets) 15 ft
Minimum Vision Triangles (alleyways) 10 ft
Minimum Vision Triangles (private drives) 10 ft
UCR District Design Standards                             
Implemented in CityEngine Model
UCR District Design Standards NOT
 Included in CityEngine Model
Minimum of 1 dwelling unit per 750 sqft of lot area
Only 25% of the gross bldg floor area can be used for resident 
access
No establishment shall occupy more than 15,000 sqft
Dumpster Screening
Exterior Lighing on Lot Property
Exterior BLDG Mechanical Equipment
Builidings require .75 of a parking stall per bedroom
Parking Stalls for Residential should not exceed 1 stall per 
bedroom
Accessory use parking shall not excceed 10% of resident parking
Parking structures should be behind, underneath, or within bldgs
Ornamental facades to parking structures
Minimum of 1 bike space for 2 bedrooms
Minimum of 2 bike spaces per accessory establishment
Additional 1 bike space every 2,000 sqft over 1,000 sqft for 
businesses
80% of residential bike stalls should be protected from weather
Minimum of one resident bldg entry per 100 ft abutting a street
Minimum of 30 % of window surftace for groundfloor facades 
facing streets
Groundfloor facades materials shall be stone or brick
Street-facing upper floor facades requires architectural features 
every 40 ft
Upper floor façade materials requires 50% to be stone or brick
Upper floor façades may not have more than 10% of vinyl siding, 
concrete masonry units, metal paneling, or wood/wood composite
Street-facing façade articulation requires 2 ft depth differentiation 
every 40 ft spanning at least 6 ft; every 120 ft length of façade 
should have at least 8 ft of depth differeniation extending at least 
24 ft which can be extended into multiple segements of at least 8 
ft in width; for every 200 ft length of facade should have at least 
12 ft of depth differentiation extending at least 30 ft in width
Upper floor facades should have a minimum of 15% of window 
surface
Figure 4.13: Building articulations drawn in CityEngine
Figure 4.14: Design Standards used in model
Figure 4.15: Design Standards not used in model
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STREETSCAPE VISION
The City of Manhattan also created a streetscape 
vision for the proposed UCR District based on a 
student survey. This vision ensures that the city will 
eventually make improvements to the streetscape 
to fit the character of the new urban space. The 
streetscape vision states that the existing 14-17 
foot wide space between the road and property 
line will have an amenity and walking zone in the 
public right of way (see Figure 4.17)(City of Man-
hattan, 2015). The walking zone on North Man-
hattan Avenue will, however, overlap with private 
property to create a wider sidewalk that retains the 
same buffer width from the road (see Figure 4.18). 
These dimensions as well as elements in the 
Amenity Zone and Spillout Zone (the private prop-
erty extending into the sidewalk) were used to help 
design the UCR District streetscape in CityEngine. 
The elements to be included in the Amenity Zone 
and Spillout Zone can be seen in the appendix. 
The streetscapes in the CityEngine model would 
eventually be used to communicate in a neighbor-
hood meeting and public hearing and would also 
help in the final design process of the streetscape. 
Figure 4.16: Existing width between road and sidewalk
Figure 4.17: Streetscape vision for UCR District
Figure 4.18: Streetscape vision for N. Manhattan Ave.
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ESRI CITYENGINE
CityEngine is a procedural modeling software that 
is able to quickly model realistic looking cities. 
It was used to model the existing condition and 
to create a hypothetical master plan of the UCR 
District. This was done by applying CityEngine 
CGA (computer generated architecture) rules to 
GIS data. Once a rule was applied, 3D models 
would be automatically generated (see Figure 
4.19). These models could then be edited to 
comply with the UCR District design standards 
by changing parameters on scroll bars. Several 
models were generated in CityEngine including 
short, medium, and long-term phases of the mas-
ter plan building implementation as well as a few 
streetscape designs. Screen captures were taken 
of all of the models, but due to size restrictions 
only one final model was exported as a CityEngine 
Web Scene to be viewed in a virtual world by the 
public, stakeholders, architects, and developers. 
The image below is of the CityEngine software 
interface which contains one central viewport 
where the model can be edited in a virtual reality. Figure 4.19: Quickly modeling scenarios in CityEngine
Figure 4.20: Changing parameters in the rules to refine the design in CityEngine
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RULES
In order to procedurally generate 3D models 
from 2D geographic vector data in CityEngine, 
CGA rules must be used. ESRI has many rules 
that come with their CityEngine software, but 
ESRI also has more advanced rules which were 
created for projects they were consulted on. 
These advanced rules can be downloaded for free 
from CityEngine Web Scenes. Some advanced 
CityEngine users have skills to modify or create 
new rules. Their rules can sometimes be down-
load from ESRI Web Scene pages, or can some-
times be found on CityEngine’s blog.
Once the needed rules are collected they can 
easily be applied to the shapefile data to create 
a 3D scene. To apply a rule, select the shapefile 
data and drag and drop the rule onto the select-
ed objects. This process is shown for applying a 
Building Construction rule to parcels below. 
Figure 4.21: Rules stored in the rule folder
Figure 4.22: Selecting parcel data
Figure 4.23: Dragging a rule on to the parcels
Figure 4.24: Building Construction CGA rule defaults
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Figure 4.25: Low buildings oriented toward streets Figure 4.26: 8 story buildings built out to the lot edge
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In many cases these rules must be modified to 
reach the desired outcome. This could be as easy 
as changing a few parameters on a scroll bar or 
can be difficult and require scripting to perform a 
function. Using the building example shown below, 
one can see that scroll bars and numbers can be 
adjusted to edit many characteristics. The charac-
teristics in the example include building setbacks 
and heights. Once the desired model is complete, 
the parameters can be saved as a style (see Figure 
4.28). The style you create automatically generates 
script in the rule. The new style created can then 
be easily applied to other lots in the project or 
future projects in a matter of seconds. 
Figure 4.27: Adjusted rule to model 4-8 stories
Figure 4.28: A new building style was created, which 
can be easily applied to model other parcels
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In CityEngine, scripting is the process of using 
different characters such as letters or numbers 
to write a mathematical algorithm to generate 3D 
models from 2D vector data. For beginners, script-
ing is challenging and has a high learning curve.  
Once it is learned the possibilities of modeling ob-
jects in CityEngine can be endless. However, only 
a couple of dozen people in the world are creating 
advanced rules (B. Patrick, personal communica-
tion, Nov. 7, 2015). It cannot be expected of each 
design professional to learn how to create rules 
from scratch, but it is reasonable for CityEngine 
users to learn to edit existing rules.
In the UCR District model, several different rules 
were revised before being applied. A rule was 
selected to model existing buildings from building 
footprints, model existing trees from point data, 
model proposed buildings and landscape from 
parcels, and model streetscapes from road cen-
terlines. The editing and use of each rule is briefly 
described in the following sections.
EXISTING BUILDINGS
ESRI created a rule that can model 3D buildings 
from building footprints. This rule was applied to 
the existing building footprints (see Figure 4.29). 
The rule assigns images to façades which were 
edited in the Façade Wizard. The Façade Wizard 
is used to manipulate façade images so that 
patterns in the façade can be replicated to a sur-
face (see Figure 4.30). In this rule, the first story 
applies a different façade image than the top sto-
ries. The rule assigns façade images to buildings 
randomly. The assigned facade can be manually 
overridden by clicking the regenerate button or by 
using parameters to specifically select the façade 
in the inspectors window. Building height and 
roof type are also assigned based on parameters 
in the rule which can be edited in the script or 
adjusted on a scroll bar. 
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Figure 4.31: 3D facade rules create higher levels of 
realism 
The Façade Wizard can also be used to model 
3D geometry (see Figure 4.31). This geometry is 
saved as a rule which can be applied to a build-
ing. If you want to apply multiple 3D façades to 
random buildings, an additional rule would have 
to be created which links all 3D façade rules. 
The script that is required to perfect this rule is 
difficult for a beginner. One would need to consult 
a professional. In addition to modeling buildings, 
KML buildings in Google Earth can be imported 
(Muller, et. al., 2006). 
Figure 4.30: Cropping and separating details in a 
facade image which can then be used to make it a 3D 
facade
Figure 4.29: 2D facade images applied in rule
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PROPOSED BUILDINGS
LOTS
The proposed buildings and private landscape 
design were procedurally modeled from the lot 
size and shape. The current ownership of prop-
erties and design standards on minimum and 
maximum lot square footage, width, and depth 
were used to design the proposed lots. The 
detail required to create these lots was manually 
drawn by tracing over existing property lines. 
If this level of detail was not needed, the lots 
automatically generated from the street network 
could be used and adjusted based on minimum 
and maximum lot square size requirements and 
minimum width for quick results.
Minimum Lot Area 15,000 sqft
Minimum Lot Width 100 ft
Minimum Lot Depth 150 ft
Maximum Structure Height 85 ft
Minimum Structure Height 30 ft
Minimum Front Yard on N. Manhattan Ave. 10 ft
Minimum Front Yard along other streets 5 ft
Minimum Side Yard 5 ft
Minimum Rear Yard None
Maximum BLDG Lot Coverage None
Minimum Vision Triangles (public streets) 15 ft
Minimum Vision Triangles (alleyways) 10 ft
Minimum Vision Triangles (private drives) 10 ft
UCR District Design Standards                             
Implemented in CityEngine Model
Figure 4.33: Adjusting parameters to create large parcels
Figure 4.32: Design Standards used to design lots
Figure 4.34: Rule makes small parcels split block
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FACADES
The Building Construction rule was used to model 
3D buildings and landscape on the lots. This rule 
created by ESRI can model 2D colored facades 
or detailed 3D facades. If applying detailed 3D 
facades, the Building Construction rule allows a 
designer to add different window types, façade 
materials, balconies, awnings, and setbacks. The 
rule also can apply different roof types. If a flat roof 
is applied, a green roof and/or solar panels can 
be added. As seen in Figure 4.37 these elements 
can be easily adjusted through sliders and click-
ing options. When a façade or roof type design is 
complete it can be saved as a style. A style then 
allows you to easily apply it to other buildings. To 
make the urban development look realistic, several 
styles should be made to establish differentiation 
between the buildings. For more information on 
2D facades, building height, building configuration, 
and building setbacks, reference the Rules section.
Figure 4.35: New facade style generates script
Figure 4.37: Hundreds of parameters can be adjusted to 
customize facades, e.g., windows, roofs, materials, walls, 
balconies, and awnings.
Figure 4.36: In addition to detailed facades, the Building 
Construction rule allows for green roofs and solar panels.
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The landscape design can be set to formal or 
natural. The formal design should be used for 
urban development to create better relationships 
to the buildings. It contains several parameters to 
edit the pathways and vegetation. This includes 
tree percentages and species; hedge percentage 
and height; pathway locations, angle, width, and 
material (see Figure 4.38). The natural landscape 
design should be used for natural-like landscapes.  
The natural grass texture is rough to represent har-
dy vegetation, while the formal grass texture is fine 
to represent mowed turf grass. See Figures 4.39 
and 4.40 to see an example of a formal design and 
Figure 4.41 to see a natural greenspace type. 
LANDSCAPE
Figure 4.38: Green Space parameters within the Red-
lands Building Construction rule 
Figure 4.39: Green space grass texture, paving texture, 
2D texture applied to hedge form, and 3D trees
Figure 4.40: Formal greenspace type
Figure 4.41: Natural greenspace type
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EXISTING TREES
The ESRI plant loader was used to model existing 
trees from points. Hundreds of LumenRT trees 
can be selected to use. The European Hornbeam 
model was selected to represent all existing trees 
because of its standard tree form and its realistic 
foliage color (see Figure 4.43).The height and 
tree species information that was included in the 
KSU campus tree GIS inventory was input with the 
points data. With more script, the height and tree 
species information could be used to model the 
existing trees more accurately. The current rule 
used only allows the tree form and species to be 
manually adjusted for individual or groups of trees. 
Figure 4.42: Modeling existing trees
Figure 4.43: LumenRT European Hornbeam model
Figure 4.44: Parameters in the ESRI plant loader rule
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STREETSCAPE
When a street shapefile is brought into CityEngine 
it receives default road and sidewalk widths. 
Before a rule is applied to the streetscape, the 
widths should be edited. This can be done by 
entering road and sidewalk widths in the inspec-
tor tab (see Figure 4.46). Once the widths were 
customized, the ESRI Complete Streets rule was 
applied. The rule automatically textured the side-
walks with a light grey color and roads with a dark 
charcoal color (see Figure 4.45). It also added 
crosswalks and centerlines on the roads. These 
textures were among many parameters that could 
be quickly changed to customize the streetscape 
and develop different scenarios.
Figure 4.45: Initial street model Figure 4.46: Changing road and sidewalk widths
Figure 4.47: Streets after customizing Complete Street rule parameters
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STREETS
The street parameters that were customized in-
cluded: lane distribution (location of center line); 
lane width (number of lanes); numerous median 
customizations; turning lanes; parking types; 
parklets; bike lanes; crosswalk types; and traffic 
percentage. The figure below shows an example 
of how a street’s centerline, parking, and number 
of traffic lanes can be adjusted.
Figure 4.48: Changing street design using Complete Street rule parameters
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SIDEWALK AREA
The sidewalk parameters that were customized 
to create different design scenarios included 
sidewalk material, planter width, planter spacing, 
planting texture, street tree percentage, parking 
meters, bus stops, lighting, street signs, street 
lights, bike racks, benches, elevated planters, 
and a few other sidewalk furnishings. To incorpo-
rate multiple sidewalk furnishings into the scene, 
script was added to the rule. Figure 4.51 shows 
the added script and Figure 4.52 shows how the 
script can be edited to adjust the planter location, 
size, and form. Sidewalk bike staging areas were 
also added in the parameters. 
Figure 4.49: Sidewalk parameters
Figure 4.50: Changing tree population in streetscape using Complete Street rule parameters
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Figure 4.51: Adding script in Complete Streets rule to add an elevated planter parameter
Figure 4.52: Procedurally modeling the elevated planters location, size, and form with script
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REPORTS
Metrics can be generated to compare the 
advantages and disadvantages of each design. 
The Building Construction and Complete Streets 
rule have embedded script to generate reports. 
The Building Construction reports generated for 
the proposed UCR District can be seen in Figure 
4.56. However, these metrics are rough because 
the precipitation data and cost of materials 
were not changed from the Redlands, California 
project defaults. This report also relies on zoning 
and building efficiency settings (City Engine Ex-
ample: Redlands Redevelopment, 2014). Higher 
efficient LEED buildings cost more to implement, 
but CityEngine reports compare it to the overall 
life cycle of the buildings so clients can under-
stand savings (City Engine Example: Redlands 
Redevelopment, 2014). 
Based on street geometry, the Complete Streets  
rule can develop reports to predict a rough cost 
estimate (Example Complete Streets 2014, 
2015). As seen in Figure 4.56 it can also predict 
other analytics based on road configurations 
(Example Complete Streets 2014, 2015). 
Graphics can be created from the reports by 
inserting the data into excel or other data visual-
ization software. Graphics of the reports will help 
communicate the difference between designs 
and how money can be saved.   
Figure 4.53: Building Construction report for UCR District
Figure 4.54: Zoning parameters
Figure 4.55: Building performance styles
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Figure 4.56: Example of graphics which were produced from Complete Streets Report 
which can easily be viewed in the CityEngine dashboard
Figure 4.57: Redlands example  of graphics which were produced from the Building Construction Report
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CITYENGINE WEB SCENE
Once everything was modeled the file was exported 
as a CityEngine Web Scene. In order to success-
fully do this, the model exported must be relatively 
small. First attempts failed because the file was too 
large, which caused errors during the export. Ex-
porting errors can be seen in the Log and Problem 
tab (see Figure 4.59). To export the UCR District, 
the size of the model had to be reduced. This was 
done by turning facade detail to low quality in the 
parameters, turning off layers, exporting half-sized 
textures for all layers, and exporting a smaller area 
of the model (see Figure 4.58). The Web Scene 
with low detail can be seen on page 45.
Figure 4.58: Exporting small area
Figure 4.59: Exporting errors Figure 4.61: Exporting errors
Figure 4.60: Too large of Web Scene (final was 80 MB)
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Figure 4.63: Limited site context in CityEngine Web Scene
Figure 4.62: CityEngine Web Scene with low detail
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UNITY
To view the UCR District in more immersion with 
haptic devices, the CityEngine model had to be 
brought into a gaming engine, i.e. Unity. This was 
done by exporting the CityEngine model as an 
FBX file. The FBX was then imported into Unity. 
To get the model to display textures, the files ex-
ported with the FBX files had to be copied to the 
unity project. Then the material naming had to 
be changed to Model Name + Model’s Material 
(see Figure 4.66). 
To navigate through the UCR District model, 
colliders had to be generated for each of the FBX 
files. Colliders prevent users from falling through 
the terrain or going through buildings (see Figure 
4.66). Next, a skybox was linked to the camera to 
render a sky in the background of the model. To 
view the model with more immersion using Ocu-
lus Rift goggles, an Oculus SDK has to be import-
ed and a OVRPlayerController has to be used. 
Figure 4.64: Unity scene with no textures
Figure 4.66: Inspector tab on FBX files
Figure 4.65: Unity scene with imported textures
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OCULUS RIFT
Although not used in this project, a 
head-mounted display, i.e. Oculus Rift, can be 
used to view the UCR District through a ste-
reoscopic view with head-tracking sensors to 
increase immersion (Steuer, 1993).  
Figure 4.67: Viewing Oculus Rift at Milan Worlds Expo
Figure 4.68: Stereoscopic vision through Oculus Rift example
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The CityEngine rules were used to design and 
model a hypothetical conceptual master plan 
scenario that contained buildings with 2D 
facades, buildings with 3D facades, landscape 
designs, and streetscapes. The short, medium, 
and long term phases of implementation were 
also modeled to show the different visual impacts 
the development might have. The final visuals 
also include images of different streetscapes that 
could potentially be built.
The hypothetical master plan was designed to 
accommodate the UCR District design standard’s 
five objectives:
1. “High density residential development in a 
livable, urban environment in close proximity 
to Kansas State University and Aggieville;
2. Viable mixed-use buildings with small-scale 
accessory neighborhood-serving commercial 
uses;
3. Physical design characteristics that promote 
a vibrant, bicycle and pedestrian-oriented 
neighborhood with a dynamic relationship to 
adjacent streets;
4. Improved health and well-being of residents 
by encouraging walking, biking and commu-
nity interaction through building design and 
land use patterns and;
5. Increased safety and security of the area 
through high quality design and lighting”  
(City of Manhattan, 2016, p. 1)        
05 RESULTS
Figure 5.01: Perspective looking north on 12th Street
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50
Figure 5.02: Hypothetical master plan of UCR District
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Figure 5.03: Proposed master plan of UCR District
Figure 5.04: Proposed master plan of UCR District
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Figure 5.05: Short-term with 2D Facades Figure 5.06: Short-term with 3D Facades
Figure 5.07: Mid-term with 2D Facades Figure 5.08: Mid-term with 3D Facades
Figure 5.09: Long-term with 2D Facades Figure 5.10: Long-term with 3D Facades
PHASES OF IMPLEMENTATION
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Figure 5.12: Long-term with 3D Facades
Figure 5.11: Long-term with 3D Facades
STREET ALTERNATIVES
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Figure 5.13: Two way traffic, right side parallel parking Figure 5.14:Two-way traffic, curb buffer, single bike lane
Figure 5.19:Vehicle lane, center walkway, HOV lane Figure 5.20: Bike lanes, two-way traffic
Figure 5.17: Left-hand angled parking, two-way traffic Figure 5.18: Median-walkway, bike, vehicle, & bus lane 
Figure 5.15: Two-way traffic, parallel parking on both sides Figure 5.16: Two-way traffic, elevated planter, bike lane
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Figure 5.21: Two-way bike lanes, vehicle and bus lane Figure 5.22: Two--way traffic,two bike lanes
Figure 5.27: Two-way traffic, planting median Figure 5.28:Four-way traffic and bike lanes
Figure 5.25: Bike lanes & two-way traffic Figure 5.26: Two-way traffic, planting with benches
Figure 5.23: Two-way bike lane, planting-median, bus lane Figure 5.24: two-way traffic with parallel parking
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Figure 5.29: Simplified CityEngine Report 
METRICS
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Figure 5.31: Greenroof with solar panels 
Figure 5.32: Roof and greenspace surfaces for runoff
Figure 5.30: Buildings used in performance calculation
BUILDING PERFORMANCE
SOLAR PANELS
STORMWATER RUNOFF
The building performance metrics are based on 
the building uses set for 397 stories. This hypo-
thetical master plan did not get into the detail 
of assigning specific building uses to each story, 
but the metrics give a rough estimate. If LEED 
certifications are given to buildings, building 
performance target metrics will generate so one 
can compare between the baseline and target to 
see the benefits. Only one building was changed 
to LEED certification so there was not much of a 
difference in the overall building performance. 
The cost of electricity per year is listed below 
assuming every kWh costs 12 cents.
Solar energy can also be produced to reduce 
energy costs. In the proposed UCR District there 
is 2,276 solar panels in an area of 17,331 square 
feet. The construction cost for all solar panels 
is $1,610,127. However, the solar panels are 
predicted to generate 2,938,482 kWh/yr. This 
reduces energy costs by $352,617 each year, so 
in roughly 4.5 years the developer could make a 
profit on their solar panel investment.
There are also numerous construction cost de-
tails that a developer can use to decide what size 
and quality of development they want to build. 
Probably the most important is building construc-
tion costs for the overall development of 397 
stories which costs ~$220,200,000.
Electric Consumption Baseline: $14,729,970
Electric Consumption Target: $14,650,734
Savings with 1 Eco-building: $79,236
Stormwater runoff minimum or maximum re-
quirements are sometimes included in govern-
ment policies. CityEngine can predict the runoff 
volumes which saves money from hiring a civil en-
gineer to do calculations. In the UCR District there 
were 872 surfaces with runoff calculations. Each 
surface is assigned a runoff coefficient based on 
the material. The size and slope of each surface 
is also used in the calculation. The total runoff in 
the UCR District is predicted to be 3,117,574 cu-
bic yards/hr. The city can use this data to decide 
if they need to upgrade their sanitary sewer lines.  
It is unknown what type of storm these calcula-
tions are based on. Environmental conditions also 
have to be changed from Redlands, CA to Man-
hattan, KS to get more accurate results. 
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Figure 5.34: CityEngine Web Scene
Figure 5.33: CityEngine Web Scene with higher rendering detail than inside the CityEngine software
CITYENGINE WEB SCENE
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Figure 5.35: Unity game with no shadows and a low compatibility with models (see vehicles and trees)
Figure 5.36: Unity scene with skybox, shadows, and fog 
UNITY GAME
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Utilizing ArcMap, ESRI CityEngine, and Unity was a sufficient method to create and communicate a 
master plan of the UCR District. This process can improve planning decisions while saving time and 
money. However, some challenges and limitations came about in this process. Multiple design scenar-
ios could not be visualized by the public through CityEngine Web Scenes, because the model size was 
too large. This is a result of adding too much detail over a large area. Despite this, rules need to allow 
for more detail and customization. The more realistic the design and detail, the more accurate the 
feedback from the community will be (Gordon et. al., 2010; Daniel & Meitner, 2001). 
06 DISCUSSION
CITYENGINE TOOLS AND RULES
LOTS
The automatically generated lots in the Complete 
Streets rule were a helpful tool to create concep-
tual lot configurations. However, this procedural 
lot rule lacks customization. More parameters 
This section discusses needed CityEngine tools 
and rule improvements to create more detail and 
customized models for lots, buildings, land-
scapes, and streetscapes. Challenges in trans-
ferring the CityEngine model to CityEngine Web 
Scenes and Unity are also discussed.   
Figure 6.02: Aligning building elevation to sidewalk
Figure 6.03: Setting sidewalk height
Figure 6.01: Challenges when layering data
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need to be added to the rule to prevent lots from 
breaking into two rows between the street and 
alleyway (see on page 32). There is also a need for 
tools that would allow manual interaction with the 
procedural generated lots. It would be ideal to inter-
actively drag the property lines in the rule to snap to 
existing property lines. To do this, it would be best to 
have the proposed lots transparent so existing lots 
could be seen underneath. 
In the UCR District, lot polygons were manually 
drawn over existing lots which consumed a lot of 
time. As a result of manually drafting the lots on 
a different layer than the streets, many imperfec-
tions had to be corrected. Less problems would 
have occurred if the lots were drawn in ArcMap.
Figures 6.02 - 6.06 show the process of fixing ele-
vations between lots, roads, sidewalks, and terrain 
with rule parameters. This is too time consuming 
to do for a large area. It is more effectively done by 
draping objects to the terrain and setting an offset 
(see Figure 6.07). However, as seen in Figure 6.08, 
some display problems still persist.
Figure 6.04: Aligning parcel corner to top of sidewalk
Figure 6.05: Aligning parcel to sidewalk using move toolFigure 6.07: Aligning shapes to sidewalk height
Figure 6.06: Lowering the terrain elevation to match with the greenspaceFigure 6.08: Effect of aligning the terrain
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BUILDINGS
BUILDING FORM AND CONFIGURATION
The Building Construction rule can quickly model 
different building configurations and facades; 
however, it is tedious to make them realistic. 
Figures 6.10 - 6.12 illustrate lots with the same 
building styles applied to UCR District lots. To 
make the building configuration more random, 
lots have to be manually selected and assigned 
a new building style. To obtain further custom-
ization, different parameters such as setbacks 
and building heights can be changed manually in 
the inspector tab after the street edge is set (see 
Figure 6.14 & 6.15)
Once the buildings are in the desired location, 
facade styles can be selected from the styles 
template and applied (see Figure 6.13). The 
process of customizing building and facade styles 
and arrangement of buildings on the lots should 
be improved. CityEngine should add interactive 
tools so facades can be selected and dragged to 
a desired position to shape space in the master 
plan. The Building Construction rule should also 
add parameters to easily adjust building artic-
ulations. The UCR District building articulation 
requirements were not modeled because of the 
lack of tools to make customizations. The rule 
should also add a function to randomize the 
building styles amongst the parcels. It would be 
ideal if the rule could model theoretical planning 
concepts of how buildings on different parcels 
relate to each other and shape space.
Figure 6.10: Low development intensity
Figure 6.09: Changing building location using parameters after the street edge is set
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Figure 6.11: Medium development intensity Figure 6.12: High development intensity
Figure 6.13: Building and Facade styles Figure 6.15: Customizing building form
Figure 6.14: Setting street edge
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FACADE DESIGN
The facade design parameters should be revised 
in the Building Construction rule to allow more 
customizations. The parameters allow several 
elements to be altered, but does not allow more 
than one material to be added to a facade. This 
prevented the accuracy of modeling the UCR 
District design standards. Percentage of windows 
also can not be adjusted to conform to the design 
standards. Interior parking structures should be in-
cluded in the parameters. Parking structures were 
specified in the UCR District design standards, 
but were too difficult and time intensive to model. 
CityEngine users could save time if rules had more 
parameters and pre-styled building facades, which 
could be randomly applied to buildings. To apply fa-
cades in this project, buildings had to be manually 
selected sporadically throughout the design to cre-
ate randomness (see Figure 6.16). The street edge 
then had to be set so awnings could be applied 
to the street front (see Figure 6.17). The rule only 
allowed one facade per building to have awnings, 
which should be revised in the rule so awnings can 
be applied to multiple building faces.
Figure 6.16: Customizing building form
Figure 6.17: Applying awnings to the street front by setting street edge
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In addition to the buildings, the Building Construc-
tion rule was used to model the landscape on 
the parcels. The rule allows for formal or natural 
designs to be applied. The formal design was used 
in the UCR District and was customized for each 
lot to improve the design. It modeled 2D hedges, 
sidewalks, 2D grass, and 3D trees. The procedural 
landscape design parameters were sufficient. The 
rule could still be improved with interactive tools 
that allow one to select the exact location of side-
walks, trees, and plants. The rule lacks annuals 
and perennials and should include other LumenRT 
plants. LumenRT plants were used to populate 
a green roof in the UCR District (see Figure 6.18 
& 6.19). These plant models would increase the 
scene size, but would make the model more real-
istic. CityEngine should create a rule that allows 
for these objects to be “painted” on the surface. 
The rule should also add parameters for seating, 
lighting, water features, sculptures, and pools. 
Another helpful tool would be terrain editing that 
could create retaining walls, swales, and berms. 
In the hypothetical master plan, there was an 
idea of daylighting Campus Creek. This was not 
modeled because there are not grading tools in 
CityEngine that can do this. However, the creek 
bank could have been modeled in another pro-
gram and brought into CityEngine. 
That last dilemma using this rule was getting the 
sidewalk texture from the Building Construction 
rule to match with the sidewalk texture in the 
Complete Streets rule (see Figure 6.20 & 6.21). 
Even though the same jpg texture file was used, 
the textures and hues did not match.
LANDSCAPE
Figure 6.18: Applying LumenRT plants to green roof
Figure 6.19: Procedurally populating plants
Figure 6.21: Viewing sidewalk materials from a distanceFigure 6.20: Viewing difference in sidewalk materials 
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The Complete Streets rule was used to model the 
streets and sidewalks. It contained many parame-
ters to customize the design; however, more were 
added to increase the amount of assets that could 
be modeled on sidewalks. As seen on page 41, 
this process required scripting. The most difficult 
part of this was figuring out where assets would 
be placed and how to model the assets shape. 
It would have been helpful if CityEngine allowed 
interactive tools to click and place assets. The rule 
could then generate and save script about the as-
set location and shape so it could be applied else-
where. The same process could be done for other 
road parameters (e.g. road centerline placement, 
parking location, and parking width). The street 
design can be simplified by including parameters 
such as one-way or two-way and number of lanes 
in each direction. Another parameter that could 
improve this rule is percent of parked bikes and 
percent of cyclists on sidewalks. Other parameters 
that were desired to model the UCR District include 
parking lots, parking structures, driveways, side-
walks not next to roads, and a gravel texture that 
could be applied to alleyways. 
In addition to rule parameters, rules assets should 
be improved. The current asset folder contains 
minimal street signs, street lights, light poles, 
and no plants besides trees. The challenge is 
that compatible OBJ files downloaded from site 
furnishing websites do not display textures when 
used in CityEngine. The OBJ problem should be 
resolved by ESRI, but they should also change the 
way an asset is uploaded to the rule. Currently, a 
user must navigate to the asset folder and select 
an asset without seeing a preview. This process 
consumes too much time. The un-kown asset cube 
in Figure 6.23 is a result of activating a parameter 
before a stop sign was uploaded. Instead, a drop 
down menu with the model preview should be 
made to ease the workflow. The LumenRT annual 
and perennial plants should also be linked into 
the planter parameter on a drop down menu with 
different densities and configurations. The current 
rule only allows a 2D grass texture to be applied 
(see figures to right). The Complete Streets rule 
should allow the choice of low or high quality 
LumenRT plants to be used in the model like the 
facade parameters allow.    
STREETSCAPE
Figure 6.22: Adding more features to sidewalk
Figure 6.23: Loading objects to rule
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Transferring the CityEngine model to be viewed 
through other mediums is a critical process. If it 
does not work, one may have to settle for screen 
shots of your model in CityEngine. For this project 
there were problems exporting the UCR District 
model as a Web Scene. Errors occurred in the 
Web Scene export, but sometimes the Web Scene 
would still be successful. The main reason Web 
Scenes would not work is because the file was 
too large. Currently, ESRI recommends uploading 
Web Scenes around 15 MB (CityEngine- Export-
ing to CityEngine Web Scene (3ws), 2015). Many 
Web Scenes on the website are 20-30 MB and 
have little detail in them. To view a Web Scene 
with different design scenarios for a large area 
with realistic detail, Web Scene sizes would need 
to be around 1 GB. For this project a smaller 
area of context, less layers, and less detail was 
used to get the Web Scene to work. The file size 
was 80 MB and did not contain different design 
scenarios. To show different design scenarios or 
phases of implementation, multiple Web Scenes 
would have to be created. With this being said, 
CityEngine surprisingly did improve the display 
of the model. The quality of trees, shadows, and 
rendered material in the CityEngine Web Scene 
was better than inside the CityEngine software. 
   
PRODUCING A WEB SCENE PRODUCING A UNITY GAME
Figure 6.24: Shadows in Unity before bake Figure 6.25: Shadows in Unity after bake
To transfer the CityEngine model to Unity, the 
CityEngine model was exported as an FBX. There 
were no errors in exporting, however, the work 
to display textures in Unity took more effort than 
expected. The steps taken to display textures was 
short, but Unity should automatically do this or at 
least have more support to show new users the 
process. The next step was scaling the model larger 
so preconfigured game user controls could easily 
be used. To do this the X, Y, and Z shape had to be 
scaled individually and took a lot of time to process. 
The preconfigured game user script still had to be 
edited to change the height of the user and the 
motions, e.g. restricting a user from jumping in the 
clouds. This process is somewhat straight forward 
and is done by changing parameters. Adding the 
skybox, lighting, and shadows was also simple. 
However, it can be hard if watching tutorials on 
how to do it on a different Unity version. However, 
shadows should not be used with CityEngine model 
trees, vehicles, signs, or pedestrians because the 
FBX import of these models are not sufficient. If 
shadows are turned on for these objects they look 
adequate (see Figure 6.24), but once shadows are 
baked they look off. The ineffective shadow baking 
may also be a result of low material resolutions 
(see Figure 6.25). Instead, these objects should 
be added in Unity and then baked shadows can be 
applied for the game to run in real-time. 
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IMPROVING THE PROCESS AND VISUALS
URBAN CORE RESIDENTIAL DISTRICT 
SIZE OF CITYENGINE MODEL
CONSULTING WITH THE CITY OF MANHATTAN
If this project was to be repeated, the size of the 
model could have been reduced so multiple design 
scenarios could have been uploaded in the same 
Web Scene. To accomplish this, the CityEngine 
model would need to be no larger than 80 MB. The 
challenge would be reducing the file size while still 
retaining a high level of detail for the UCR District. 
However, this might not be possible. To do this, the 
site context would be shrunk to one block around 
the UCR District. This would reduce the number of 
existing buildings, existing trees, terrain data, and 
streets which were populated with thousands of 
models. The building textures would be set to low 
quality and the terrain resolution would be re-
duced. This would allow more memory to be spent 
on different building and streetscape scenarios. At-
tempts would also be made to add plant models to 
replace 2D grass textures in the streetscape using 
script. When the final model was to be exported, 
the texture quality setting would be set to half-size.
Early designs of the UCR District lacked creativity 
and could have been improved to create quality 
design alternatives. The City of Manhattan had strict 
design standards and only some were procedurally 
modeled in CityEngine (see page 24). Although not 
all shown, these design standards were used to 
model multiple development scenarios including 
different lot sizes, intensities, and phases of imple-
mentation. However, these models were focused on 
applying a rule to meet the design standards and 
not on forming space. This lead to the UCR District 
designs looking unrealistic with similar building 
heights and no concept of shaping space (see 
Figure 6.26). After this, the Building Construction 
rule was explored into great detail to figure out how 
to customize the design. A master plan was then 
created which followed many UCR District design 
standards (see Figure 6.27). When the design stan-
dards were updated after focus group meetings, 
CityEngine’s procedural modeling made it easy to 
update the design. If the parameters to adjust de-
signs would have been known earlier, the process of 
creating a master plan would have been smoother.
Figure 6.26: Extremely dense and unrealistic
Figure 6.27: Customized plan that took more time
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FUTURE WORK IMPROVING THE PLANNING PROCESS
Instead of only modeling the existing context and 
one option of the proposed development, multiple 
design alternatives could be modeled and uploaded 
as a Web Scene. The design scenarios could then 
be compared to one another visually and statistical-
ly by using the building, landscape, and streetscape 
reports in the rule (see page 41). A web survey 
could then be linked to the CityEngine Web Scene 
so the public can vote on which design they prefer. 
Due to size limits, multiple Web Scenes would have 
to be published to convey this information.
In addition to creating a CityEngine Web Scene 
(virtual world), the model could also be brought 
into gaming software where multi-user interaction 
and design modification can be programmed into 
the interaction of the game and uploaded as a 
virtual world (e.g., Maher, et. al., 2005; Rosen-
man, et. al., 2007; Koutsabasis, et. al., 2011). 
Gaming software (i.e. Unity, Unreal engine, or 
Cryengine) could also be used to make the virtual 
reality environment of the UCR District feel more 
realistic. This could be done by animating object 
movements, sound, weather, and the growth of 
the development through time. The game pro-
duced of the UCR District could then be viewed 
through more immersion by using haptic devices, 
panoramic screens, and/or virtual room environ-
ments so participants can make more accurate 
judgments on the designs (Griffon et al., 2011; 
Bishop et al., 2008)(more detail on pages 14-17). 
Other popular software including Lumion and 
LumenRT could also be used to animate and pop-
ulate the UCR District with vegetation, vehicles, 
pedestrians, animals, and weather. This software 
could then be used to render images, animations, 
and in future cases, simulations which would all 
be in higher quality than CityEngine visuals. How-
ever, CityEngine visuals are great, considering 
that there is zero rendering time needed and no 
time spent on applying materials manually. 
If a CityEngine model was created earlier it could 
have been used to improve multiple steps within the 
nine phases of the planning process (see pg. 5). 
Figure 6.28: Annotated Screen-shot
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An image or Web Scene of the model could 
have been used in conjunction with the stu-
dent web survey to get more accurate results 
on whether students would want to live in the 
proposed UCR District.
Different conceptual streetscape options could 
have been modeled throughout the UCR District. 
A Web Scene and Unity game could have been 
used to better communicate the streetscape 
options. However, procedurally adding site 
furnishings is difficult. In this case Photoshop 
entourage could be placed on images taken 
from the model and included in the UCR District 
streetscape report. This report would eventually 
be used to assist a firm designing the streets-
cape and help get financial contracts approved 
by the city and public  
A CityEngine model would have helped the city 
make better decisions for the preliminary design 
standards. The model would be most benefi-
cial when determining building heights, min/
max lot sizes, and setbacks. Screen-shots of the 
CityEngine model can be taken of these elements 
and dimensions can be annotated on top of them. 
Immediately following, the focus group meet-
ings would have been improved if participants 
better understood the design and gave feed-
back on a Web Scene and Unity game. In this 
stage multiple design scenarios with different 
levels of building intensity should be modeled. 
The city could also email the Web Scene links 
4
3
’
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Figure 6.29: CityEngine Web Scene 
Figure 6.30: Panoramic screen to view CityEngine Web 
Scene during public hearing with more immersion 
Figure 6.31: Developers use CityEngine for metrics 
8
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Before, or soon after the adoption of the new 
policies, the CityEngine Web Scenes can be 
used to market the UCR District and attract 
developers. In addition to having the Web Scene 
on the city’s website, the link should be emailed 
to developers. Developers could also purchase 
ESRI CityEngine software and acquire the UCR 
District model to interact with metric reports to 
aid with their development (see Figure 6.31).  
In the last stage of overseeing development, 
the Web Scene of the hypothetical master plan 
will be used as a guide on what to develop 
when and where. However, if a final master 
plan was enforced by the city, a Web Scene of 
the master plan would be heavily relied upon.
It is hard to assess the overall impact CityEngine 
would have if used throughout the UCR District 
planning process. It is acceptable to say that 
CityEngine would have improved everyone’s under-
standing of what was being proposed throughout 
the city’s planning process. This would eventually 
lead to better feedback so informed design deci-
sions could be made prior to the adoption of rezon-
ing policies. In addition, using CityEngine construc-
tion reports and Web Scenes for marketing would 
likely speed up the implementation of the UCR 
District. CityEngine can also improve the design 
process for new developments in the district.
7 CityEngine Web Scenes that show design alter-
natives and the phases in which each alternative 
could be implemented would have been ben-
eficial in public hearings. The public hearings 
would decide on the adoption of new policies 
including both the UCR District design standards 
and streetscape vision. The Web Scenes could 
be put on the city’s website for the public and city 
commission to view in preparation for the hear-
ing. If the vote was to not adopt, policies could be 
revised along with the CityEngine model for the 
next public hearing. Although not an objective in 
this project, a final master plan could be enforced 
by the city if adopted. 
to members of the community to get further 
comments. After analyzing the feedback, the 
design standards could be revised along with 
the CityEngine models.
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IMPROVING THE DESIGN PROCESS
CITYENGINE IN THE MASTER PLANNING PROCESS
CITYENGINE USE IN SITE DESIGNS
The current CityEngine rules can improve the 
workflow of landscape architects, urban design-
ers, and planners when creating master plans 
for urban development. CityEngine is commonly 
used to produce models of urban development 
procedurally for games and movies at a low cost 
(Muller, et. al., (2006). However, design fields 
also need to take advantage of effective model-
ing tools (Santos, et. al., 2011). As seen in this 
report, CityEngine can be an effective master 
planning tool for landscape architects, urban de-
signers, and city planners. It can model realistic 
building configurations, facades, landscapes, and 
streetscapes. This model can then be used to 
engage the community and facilitate feedback for 
improved decision-making throughout the design 
process (Griffon et al., 2011; Bishop et al., 2008). 
Figure 6.32: Master Planning Process
Public ReviewAlternatives
Refinements
Concepts
Final Master Plan
In the conceptual planning stage, the Building 
Construction rule can be used to automatically 
generate building configurations with 2D facades. 
The configuration of the buildings would have to 
be adjusted through parameters, but any over-
laying data between streets and lots would not 
need fixed in this stage. The low detailed con-
cepts can be published as Web Scenes to inspire 
stakeholders to think about future development 
in charrettes. The Web Scene URL can also be 
sent to community organizations and put on a 
city’s website for the public to comment on if they 
cannot make it to a charrette.  
The conceptual designs could then be refined to 
produce real master plan alternatives based on 
public feedback. More detail should be added 
to the model and obvious errors from overlaying 
data should be fixed. In this stage, graphics of the 
reports are necessary and should be produced 
for all alternatives. Low detailed Web Scenes with 
the option of facades should be published and 
sent out to the public and community organiza-
tions along with visuals produced of the reports. A 
survey could also be made so the public could vote 
for their preferred option on-line. These visuals 
could then be used in focus group meetings to 
improve their decision-making process on which 
master plan option is best. In addition, a game that 
allows an interactive walk-through of each design 
could also be quickly produced so people in the 
focused group meetings could have a sense of how 
the space would feel. The feedback from this can 
be used to make refinements to the final master 
plan option that was most preferred. It may also be 
used to change the design standards for the area. 
Eventually, one last Web Scene, game, and graphic 
report would be produced to market the design. 
These would be used to create public awareness 
and attract developers. Meanwhile, the CityEngine 
model should be made available to developers so 
they can explore the cost reports of construction. 
Developers would first have to purchase CityEngine 
Basic for $500. Once they have the software they 
would be able to easily click on specific buildings 
and see reports to help them decide what kind of 
development they want to pursue. The CityEngine 
model could also be shared with design firms do-
ing specific site designs within the master plan. 
Firms doing site designs can not create custom-
ized detailed designs with the current rule set, but 
CityEngine could be used to view their design in 
context. In the future, rules may be improved to 
allow site designing. This would allow firms to use 
CityEngine to quickly model customized buildings, 
landscapes, and streetscapes. Multiple schematic 
design scenarios could be modeled. Once a client 
narrowed it to one design, the CityEngine model 
could be exported appropriately and brought into 
a CAD or BIM software to generate construction 
documents. However, before construction docu-
ments would be produced, the model created in 
CityEngine would have to be traced over, and in 
this process further detail could be added. There 
is a process to regenerate CityEngine models into 
different software, but it is a very difficult task 
and requires a combination of reports, console 
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SAVING TIME AND MONEY
The procedural modeling capabilities of 
CityEngine are able to create master plans or 
site context quicker than any 2D or 3D modeling 
software. As seen in Figure 6.30, procedural 
modeling software can save money by reducing 
the amount of time spent modeling compared 
to manual (hand-crafted) modeling. Detailed 
master plans can also be generated in CityEngine 
quicker than building footprints can be drafted 
using 2D CAD programs. If CAD was used, a site 
plan would have to be imported into a program 
like Adobe Photoshop to be rendered. To interpret 
a 2D site plan correctly, it would also have to be 
verbally communicated. If it were a simulation 
like CityEngine Web Scenes, it would be easier for 
Figure 6.34: Procedural vs Manual hand crafted models
people to understand, because it is similar to how 
people experience real space (Dorval & Pepin, 
1986). CityEngine Web Scenes allow the public 
and clients to view and provide feedback to the 
designs without a facilitator. CityEngine can also 
automatically generate metric reports for designs, 
e.g., cost estimation (see page 40-41). Creating 
reports through Envision Tomorrow or other per-
sonal Excel spreadsheets are time intensive and 
require manual inventory of square footage and 
other details which CityEngine can do automati-
cally. These reports can then be used by clients to 
decide how they want to spend or save money.  
prints, and python scripts (Buehler, 2012). New 
tools and/or plug-ins would need to be produced 
to allow users to edit and interact with CityEngine 
models in other software. 
Since rules currently do not allow for enough cus-
tomizations to create unique designs, CityEngine 
should not be used to design in the schematic or 
design development phases. Instead, designers 
should continue their method of modeling their 
designs through manual hand craft modeling 
software, i.e. Google Sketch-up, and then that 
model should be exported into a CityEngine model 
with context to ensure defensibility of the design 
(Sheppard et. al., 2011).The context model created 
in CityEngine and the detailed site design model 
could also be joined together in other rendering 
software that allows the use of haptic devices and 
animated objects like gaming software.
Figure 6.33: Creating context model in CityEngine and 
inserting other hand crafted models from software like 
Google Sketch-up
CityEngine context 
model
Hand crafted 
Model 
Further time and money could be saved if certain 
tools and rules were improved in CityEngine. Most 
of the time working in CityEngine involved collect-
ing, editing, and customizing rules. To reduce this, 
ESRI should invest in CityEngine scripters who can 
improve the rules. As discussed in the CityEngine 
Tools and Rules sections on page 24, ESRI should 
also create tools that are able to interactively 
customize and adjust rules in the main viewport. 
To increase visual engagement, animation com-
ponents should be added to procedurally animate 
vehicles, cyclists, and pedestrians in accordance 
with OSM data. This would eliminate the need to 
purchase LumenRT. ESRI also has many plug-ins 
and export options to other rendering software, 
but if CityEngine was able to render videos and an-
imations, CityEngine may become more desirable 
to firms, since they would not need to purchase 
additional rendering software.
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This project used CityEngine rules to model a realistic detailed hypothetical master plan for the 
proposed UCR (Urban Core Residential) District in Manhattan, Kansas. The final visuals, included a 
CityEngine Web Scene and a Unity game. These visuals would eventually be used to assist in the adop-
tion process of new policies, create public awareness, and attract developers to the UCR District. This 
paper was one of the first to analyze how ESRI CityEngine could be used and improved to support the 
workflow of landscape architects, urban designers, and planners for urban development projects. Main 
challenges were using ESRI rules to make customized designs and transferring the model to other 
digital mediums. However, despite the challenges of this software it can be used to create cost effec-
tive 3D interactive visualizations with metric reports that can improve the decision-making process for 
urban development projects. 
07 CONCLUSION
Figure 7.01: Hypothetical UCR District Master Plan
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08 GLOSSARY
ANIMATION: the illusion of object movement through 
slight differences in rendered frames.  
AUGMENTED REALITY (AR): a real environment with the 
addition of computer-generated data; also referred 
to as mixed-reality (MR). 
BUILDING INFORMATION MODELING (BIM): retaining model 
data that represents physical objects within a sys-
tem that can be used to collaborate.
COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN (CAD): is the process of using a 
computer system to assist in the process of creat-
ing 2D or 3D designs. 
COMPUTER GENERATED ARCHITECTURE (CGA): the process 
of using shape gramar (script) to define rules that 
can create 2D or 3D models.
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT: the process of which members 
of a community become involved and attracted. 
ESRI CITYENGINE: a procedural modeling software re-
ferred to as CityEngine.
GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEM (GIS): a computer 
system the enables the storage of data to be linked 
to positions on Earth’s surface.
HAPTIC DEVICE: creates the sense of touch and move-
ment when interacting with a virtual world.
IMAGE: a still 2D representation of a physical thing.
IMMERSION: the sense of presence in a virtual world. 
MASTER PLAN: a long-term, large scale plan that eventu-
ally encompasses smaller projects. 
SIMULATION: the process of interacting with digital 
space in real-time
VIDEO: the recording of rendered frames with no com-
puter animated objects. 
VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENT (VE OR VRE): the representation 
and interaction with a non-existent space with large 
screens or monitors that enhance immersion.
VIRTUAL REALITY (VR): feeling present in a non-existent 
space through real-time interaction.
VIRTUAL WORLD (VW): interacting in real-time with a non-ex-
istent space on-line that allows social interactions.
3D INTERACTIVE VISUALIZATION: three-dimensional 
graphics that allow actions to be taken to navigate 
through information (e.g., VE, VR, VW).
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11 APPENDIX
CITYENGINE’S FOLDER STRUCTURE
Although rarely needed for most software, it is 
helpful to have simple folder structures to orga-
nize data. CityEngine has a clear folder system 
that organizes data in each project directory 
based on whether it is an asset, data, map, 
model, rule, or scene. Shown in the figure to the 
right is the ESRI library project directory and the 
Urban Core Residential District project directory. 
The folder systems can become complex when 
importing other project directories and adding 
them to your own. It is important to be delicate 
in this process and make sure data gets put into 
the correct folder, otherwise rules will not work. 
The rules import assets based on their location 
and folder name. If either of these are changed 
the script in the rule has to be changed. However, 
re-organizing data should be avoided to prevent 
having to re-link assets through script. The pro-
cess of  sharing a CityEngine model with others 
can also be difficult. The project directory cannot 
be copied and/or zipped to be shared. Instead, 
the project has to be exported as an archive file 
and then imported. If sharing  with others within 
an office, it would be helpful to have the project 
directory stored on a shared network to save 
time.  
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AMENITIES PERMITTED IN THE UCR 
DISTRICT RIGHT OF WAY 
Within the right-of-way area between the street 
and building is the Spillout Zone and Amenity 
Zone. Elements permitted in each zone are 
shown in the following figures. These figures are 
from the City of Manhattan’s UCR District street-
scape vision. Of these elements, only some were 
modeled in CityEngine because of difficulty of 
scripting each element and the imported files 
(i.e., obj) showed up invisible. 
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Lot size Building Intensity Time Frame
existing existing existing
short-term
medium-term
long-term
short-term
medium-term
long-term
short-term
medium-term
long-term
short-term
medium-term
long-term
short-term
medium-term
long-term
short-term
medium-term
long-term
short-term
medium-term
long-term
short-term
medium-term
long-term
short-term
medium-term
long-term
28
Diverse Lots
low intensity
medium intensity
high intensity
Total models to be created:
low intensity
medium intensity
high intensity
Small Lots
Large Lots
low intensity
medium intensity
high intensity
Models of Parcel and Building Configuration 
Building Intensity Time Frame
existing existing
short-term
medium-term
long-term
short-term
medium-term
long-term
short-term
medium-term
long-term
Total models: 10
Modelling Buidling Development 
low intensity
medium intensity
high intensity
Lane Configurations Parking Type Bike Circulation Vegetation
existing existing existing existing
none
perennial planters
planters with trees
none
perennial planters
planters with trees
none
perennial planters
planters with trees
10
Modelling the Streescape
2 lanes on one side 
and 1 lane in opposite 
direction
parallel on one 
side
on road
Total models:
single lane 2-way traffic
parallel on one 
side
independent bike 
lane
single lane 2-way traffic
one side of 
angled parking
on road
POTENTIAL DESIGN ALTERNATIVES
In this project only one design scenario/hypothet-
ical master plan was created and uploaded as 
a Web Scene. However, the original plan was to 
model multiple design alternatives that could be 
compared and contrasted within the same Web 
Scene. Due to Web Scene size limits that were lat-
er discovered, only one alternative was produced. 
If Web Scenes could hold a larger capacity, all of 
the models listed in the bottom two figures would 
have been created. This would include 10 street-
scape and 10 building development alternatives. 
If more time was available 18 additional building 
development models would have been created 
(see figure to right). 
